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Hello,

Please take the advice of people like Governor Gavin Newsom, Bill Gates, Nathan Myhrvold,
John Gilleland, and other brilliant people that want to help the world get off petroleum
dependency. https://www.terrapower.com/our-people/

The future is NOW for nuclear power. It should be part of California's Power Portfolio. The
Central Valley is perfect for next generation nuclear power plants like Terra Power's Molten
Chloride Fast Reactor https://www.terrapower.com/our-work/molten-chloride-fast-reactor-
technology/

or the Travelling Wave Reactor that uses spent nuclear fuel that is lying around this country in

Our People - TerraPower
Every member of TerraPower’s team shares a
vision of using nuclear science for its fullest
potential while making nuclear technology even
safer and more cost-effective, adaptable,
environmentally sustainable and resistant to
proliferation.

www.terrapower.com

Molten Chloride Fast Reactor
Technology - TerraPower
TerraPower’s Molten Chloride Fast Reactor
(MCFR) project expands the ability of nuclear
reactor technology to decarbonize the economy
in sectors including and beyond electricity. The
MCFR technology operates at higher
temperatures than conventional reactors, thus
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abundance. Time for California to let go of fear and embrace a safe and clean form of power.
More people die each year in coal mining and oil drilling accidents than the ENTIRE HISTORY
OF NUCLEAR POWER. It is true just look it up and research the multiple sources on this matter.
Think of all the high-tech long-term jobs this would provide the State too.

Thank you,
Dan Gamon
Professional Geologist
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